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1.

Introduction

The rapid growth in land development, architectural infrastructures and industrial fields
had increased the demand of usage of land transport commercial fleet in the country.
Thus, an efficient, effective, reliable and safe commercial transportation system is a must
in order to support the nation’s growth in relation to fleet system.
Altogether, motorcyclists accounted for at least 60% of the fatal crashes in Malaysia.
However, crashes involving commercial vehicles are also increasing at an alarming rate,
with more than 25% increments in crashes involving buses and lorries recorded for a
five-year period from year 2000 till 2005 [1]. From earlier literatures, several issues were
previously identified related to commercial vehicles. A study by Maclean et al [2] found
that 15% of commercial vehicle fatalities can be attributed to driver fatigue or falling
asleep. With established findings from previous literatures, speeding is an already known
cause of high probability of crash and fatality. And since these commercial vehicles are
run advantageously - that is for maximum return on capital investment based on number
of trips, speeding is also a major cause of concern for these types of vehicles.
Furthermore, other issues such as underride collision and conspicuity, which associated
with mass ratio, mismatch of structure’s height and unforgiving design of rear end high
numbers of crashes related to commercial goods vehicles, particularly lorries.
Most of the previous studies conducted by MIROS addressed heavy commercial
passenger vehicles (HCPVs), particularly commercial buses. Very little was done on
commercial goods vehicles. Thus, the present study attempts to provide an overview of
current status of heavy goods commercial goods vehicles (HCGVs) by focusing on the
crash information and findings related to these types of vehicles. In this present study,
HCGV refers to any goods vehicles under the N and O categories of UNECE vehicle
definition, which is segregated by vehicles’ mass [4]. The aim of this study is to
demonstrate the current status of HCGV crashes in Malaysia by utilizing the National
Accident Database from Traffic Department of Royal Malaysian Police (RMP) and In-
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Depth Crash Investigation conducted by Malaysian Institute of Road Safety (MIROS). For
this purpose, the work will be divided to three main sections namely, the overview of
HCGV crashes in Malaysia from the national database, statistical overview of fatal HCGV
crashes and case study discussions of findings extracted from the real-world
crashworthiness investigations related to HCGV. Besides the abovementioned issues of
under rides and overloading, this report will also shed some light on other potential
problems such as driving incompetence, risky driving and DUI.
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2. Overview of Heavy Commercial Goods Vehicle Crashes
from Police National Database
This section of the report will discuss the data analysis of Royal Malaysian Police (RMP)
Traffic Department Accident Data. For the purpose of investigation, RMP currently uses
a standardized form called POL27 to collect all the accident information for each road
accident. Heavy commercial goods vehicles, or in the form referred to as lorries, are
classified into three subcategories which are trailers, rigid lorries and small lorries.
Trailers are defined as any class of lorries with trailers, including tankers. Usually a
different trailer registration number is incorporated to this type of lorries. Rigid lorries
are defined as lorries with two or more axles and its goods laden weight above 2.5 tons.
Meanwhile, small lorries are defined as any class of small lorries or pick-ups with 2 axles
with goods laden weight below 2.5 tons.

2.1

Proportion of Registered Goods Vehicles in Malaysia

At the end of the year 2012, the number of registered vehicles in Malaysia was
22,702,221. Of this number, 92.3% of it is private vehicles and the remaining 7.7% are
other types of vehicles or non-private vehicles. From these non-private vehicles, 58.7%
or 1,032,004 are goods or commercial vehicles.
Figure 1 shows the number of registered vehicles in Malaysia and for all goods vehicles
for ten years from the year 2002 to the year 2012. In year 2002, the number of
registrations for all types of vehicles in Malaysia was 12,021,939 and the volume
increased tremendously by 89% by the end of year 2012. The number of goods vehicles
in the year 2002 was 713,148 and increased by 45% after ten years. From Figure 1, it can
be shown that trend line for all vehicles is steeper than goods vehicles.

3
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Figure 1 Number of registered vehicles for all goods vehicles

2.2

Lorries Involvement in Crashes

Figure 2 shows the number of lorries involved in crashes that resulted in fatal and injury
from the year 2006 to 2011. Injury crashes here are defined as crashes involving slight
to serious level of injuries. On average, over the six-year period, approximately 1,280
lorries involved in fatal road crashes with no obvious trend observed. In contrast, the
number of crashes that resulted in injuries has steadily decreased over the last six years.

4
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Figure 2 Number of lorries involved by type of crashes outcome

Figure 3 shows the proportion of lorries involved in crashes by types of lorries and crash
severities. Generally, it can be seen that the involvement of rigid lorries in fatal crashes
is the highest as compared to articulated and pick up lorries. On the contrary, articulated
lorries recorded the lowest number of involvements in injury crashes.

Figure 3 Number of lorries involved in road crashes (2011)
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On the other hand, the rate of crashes involving lorries per 10,000 registered goods
vehicles shows a steady decrease over the six-year period. The rate of crash reduced by
half from 43.9 to 23.4 per 10,000 registered good vehicles over six years (2006 to 2011:
Table 1). However, when compared to crash rate of private vehicle, crashes involving
lorries are approximately two times higher. Hence this indicates that lorries have a
higher risk of being involved in crashes.
Table 1 Crash rate per 10,000 registered lorries and private vehicle
Year

Lorries

Private vehicle

2006

43.9

25.4

2007

40.7

24.2

2008

35.8

20.9

2009

33.8

19.7

2010

30.5

16.9

2011

23.4

13.4

* Crash rate is number of vehicles involved in crashes per number of registered vehicle

2.3

Proportion of Fatalities among Lorries Occupants by Year

In the year 2011, the total number of fatalities for all types of road users reported by
RMP was 6,877. Out of this, the proportion of fatalities among lorry occupants was 3.6%
or 247 fatalities, as shown in Figure 4. Generally, from the figure, there is no obvious
trend for lorry fatalities as the number of fatalities fluctuated at about 200 every year.
The fatalities for lorries were the highest in the year 2011 with 247, which is 22.3% higher
as compared to the previous year. Obviously, the prevention efforts need to be
strengthened in order to bring the down the number of fatalities.
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Figure 4 Number and proportion of fatalities to lorries occupants (2002 to 2011)

Figure 5 displays lorries’ occupant fatality rate per 10,000 registered goods vehicles and
overall fatalities per 10,000 registered vehicles. There was a steady downward trend
from 2006 to 2008 but it fluctuated between 2009 and 2010 before it increased again in
2011. At the end of the year 2011, the fatalities involving lorry occupants for every
10,000 registered goods vehicles were at 2.5. The fatalities rate for overall fatalities
shows a steady downward trend from 2006 to 2011. In 2011, fatality rate per 10,000
registered vehicles for lorries was lower as compared to overall fatality rate which was
at 3.2.
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Figure 5 Lorry and overall fatalities per 10,000 registered vehicles

The percentage of casualties by type of lorry and year is shown in Figure 6. By category,
fatality involving occupant of pick-up lorries recorded the highest percentage (39.3 %),
followed by articulated lorry (31.2%) and rigid lorry (29.6%). In contrast, for occupant
injury, rigid lorries recorded the highest number with more than 40%.

Figure 6 Casualties to lorries occupants by types of lorries (2011)
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Table 2 shows the information on lorry crashes with different types of crash partners,
for year 2011. It is observed that fatalities associated with lorry crashes were 13.9% of
the total road user fatalities. Whereas, crash partner fatality associated with lorry
crashes was 11.6 %. Analysis by specific crash partners indicate that the number of fatal
crashes and fatalities were the highest for lorry-motorcycle crashes followed by lorrycar crashes. The proportion of fatality among the specific crash partners was 3.7%, 7.0%,
0.2% and 0.8 % for car, motorcycle, bus and pedestrian respectively.
Table 2 Lorry involvement in fatal crashes with other vehicles (2011)
Fatal
crashes

Total

Lorry and car

274

321

Lorry and
motorcycle

536

Lorry and bus

Crash partner
fatalities

Proportion of total fatality
Total fatalities for 2011 = 6877
Total HGVC

% partner

256

4.7%

3.7%

571

483

8.3%

7.0%

11

14

11

0.2%

0.2%

Lorry and
pedestrian

52

52

52

0.8%

0.8%

Total

873

957

801

13.9%

11.6%

2.4

Lorry Drivers Casualties

The proportions of casualties for lorry’s driver by age group are shown in Figure 7. From
the figure, the casualties for lorry drivers were concentrated between the age group of
31 to 45 years old. Delving further on lorries driver fatalities, the highest proportion was
between the age group 41 to 45 years old. Moreover, the trend differs to the overall
trend for casualties for road crashes involving all types of drivers in Malaysia, in which
the age between 16 to 25 years old recorded the highest number for all level of casualties
[9].
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Figure 7 Lorry driver’s casualties by age group (2011)

Figure 8 shows the proportion of casualties for lorry drivers by time of the day. The data
shows that fatalities of lorry drivers were the highest between 1601 to 1800 hours and
the percentage of injuries was the highest between 1201-1400. Comparing between day
and night time (day time is considered between 0600 to 1800 hours), it was found that
the percentage of driver casualties for all categories was lower during night time as
compared to the day time. This finding is similar with the overall accident data for all
types of vehicles analyzed using the same approach [9].
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Figure 8 Lorry driver’s casualties by hour (2011)

Collision types are segregated into 12 types, as categorized by RMP in the national
accident database. In Figure 8, it was found that most lorry drivers died and sustained
injuries in rear-end collisions. However, in relation to the national accident data for all
road users, being out of control of their vehicle resulted in the highest frequencies for
fatal crashes in the said year [9].
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Figure 9 Lorry driver’s casualties by collision type (2011)

The proportion of lorry driver casualties’ distribution by road type is shown in Figure 10.
Most lorry driver casualties occurred on federal roads as compared to other types of
roads categories in the accident database. This proportion in terms of road type is similar
to all road users’ data, which shows that federal roads have the highest proportion for
casualties.
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Figure 10 Lorry driver’s casualties by road type (2011)
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3.

Overview of Heavy Commercial Goods Vehicle Fatal
Crashes from MIROS Crash Investigation

MIROS’ crash investigation work covers all types of road traffic collisions in Malaysia,
including Sabah and Sarawak. The investigation conducted by collecting physical data
and evidence such as crash configuration data, crash vehicles, the environment, the road
profile, and injury details with the help of Traffic Investigation Officer (IO) of the RMP.
From 2007 through 2012, a total number of 550 fatal crashes were investigated by
MIROS crash investigation team; these crashes involved three fatalities or more and one
fatality involving commercial vehicles. The number of investigated cases, however, did
not reflect the actually crash situation in terms of distribution pattern nationwide as the
investigated cases not only depends on the crash criteria which were primarily
determined, but also to the availability of manpower capacity. Nevertheless, the findings
gathered from the crash investigation provides in depth information which is not
available in the national road crash database.

3.1

Distribution of Investigated HCGV Fatal Cases

Out of 550, 216 cases (39%) involved Heavy Commercial Goods Vehicles (HCGV). The
distribution of the investigated HCGV cases by year is presented in Figure 11. The highest
number of investigated cases was in year 2008 with 176 cases in total, where 72 cases
(41%) involved HCGV. 2009 and 2010 displays a similar trend in terms of the overall
number of investigated cases but year 2009 possess a higher proportion of HCGV
investigated cases as compared to the latter.
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Figure 11 Distribution of investigated HCGV fatal cases, 2007-2012

3.2

Crash by HCGV Categories and Types

Rigid lorries and articulated trailers exhibit the exact same proportion of the overall
investigated HCGV cases, which was 108 respectively for the six-year data (Figure 11(a)).
Looking further into the detailed distribution, when divided into different categories
related to mass [4], it can be seen that for rigid lorries, N2 category (heavy goods vehicles
between 3.5 to 12 tonnes) had the highest figure of 26% while N1 (heavy goods vehicles
between 3.5 to 12 tonnes) comprised the lowest with approximately 5%. On the other
hand, 50 % involved articulated trailers exceeding 10 tonnes (O4 category). This high
proportion of crashes involving O4 category trailer is alarming as it involved high
possibility of crash incompatibility issue (mismatch in vehicle mass and height) when
colliding with smaller crash partners.
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12 (a)

12 (b)

Figure 12 Distribution of investigated HCGV fatal cases by category and type

3.3

Crash Configuration

In relation to types of crash, the most common type of crash configuration for HCGV
cases are head-on collision (33%), or 72 cases and rear impact collisions (28%), or 60
cases. Lateral collisions and single-vehicle accidents (SVA) displays significantly lower
number of investigated cases. When accumulated, side impact and side swept which
made up the lateral configuration only made up 17% while hitting animal, pedestrian,
object and rollover cases only total up approximately 9.5%, which is for the SVA
configuration.
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Figure 13 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by crash configuration

When segregated according to heavy vehicle types, it is observed that most rigid lorries
(39.6%) were involved in head on collisions while most of the articulated trailers were
involved in rear collisions (33.3%).

Figure 14 HCGV fatal crash configuration by vehicle category
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3.4

Head-on Collisions

Percentage (%)

For head-on crashes involving HCGV, risky driving was found to be the most prominent
contributor for crash occurrence. Risky driving refers to situations where the drivers
involved were found to be operated in aggressive driving manner that may trigger
crashes to occur. Examples of risky driving defined from the crash analysis are overtaking
at curves, overtaking at no-pass zones, not providing signal indicator when turning and
others. However, this particular analysis only provides the case distributions of such
issues and does not refer specifically to each vehicle involved.
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Articulated trailer
Rigid lorry

Crash occurence factor
Figure 15 HCGV head on fatal crash occurrence factors

At-fault vehicles are classified as the vehicles which had entered the opposite lane during
travel and caused for the collision to occur. From the data, passenger cars comprise the
most vehicles at fault, with 62.2 % or in 89 of the investigated cases, as compared to
HCGVs which only comprised 14.66% (17 cases). Although the frequencies of at-fault
HCGVs are relatively small, they possess high risk of injury severities to other road users,
if being hit, which the outcome figures are illustrated in the following discussions.
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80
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Figure 16 At fault status in HCGV frontal collisions

Due to the high involvement in crashes, albeit for at fault or not at fault situations,
passenger cars recorded the highest percentage of casualties for crash partners in headon collisions involving HCGVs as compared to other types of vehicles (Figure 17). This
high percentage of casualties among passenger cars indicates the issue of vehicle mass
and size mismatch or crash incompatibility, between small and big vehicle during
crashes. These types of scenarios will normally result in very severe outcome on the
smaller vehicle, which lead to higher probability for occupant fatalities. The same issue
is also reflected on cases involving motorcycles as partners where none of the
motorcycle occupants involved survived the crashes.
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Figure 17 Casualties to crash partners in HCGV head on fatal crashes

3.5

Rear End Collisions

For rear end collisions, data revealed that fatal crashes occurred approximately equal
during day and night time (Figure 18). For night time, 55.1 % of cases occurred at an unlit
area, followed by area with lighting (26.5%) and during dawn/dusk (18.4%). Further
analysis indicates that more than 94% of rear end collisions involved a moving lorry
(Figure 19).
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Figure 18 HCGV lighting conditions during rear end collisions

Stationary
6%

Non-stationary
94%

Figure 19 HCGV movement in rear end collisions

For rear impact crashes involving stationary HCGVs, expressways recorded the highest
frequencies with 20 cases, where 85% happened at flat stretches. Cases along federal
roads recorded only seven cases (71.4% along flat stretches). On the other hand, these
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types of crashes show a different pattern along state roads where 66.7% of the cases
occurred along sloped roads.
85.0

90.0
80.0

Percentage (%)

70.0
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60.0
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40.0

33.3

28.6

30.0
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15.0

20.0
10.0
0.0

State

Expressway

Federal

Road class
Figure 20 Rear end collisions involving impacted stationary HCGV

In terms of crash partner, more than 85% of motorcycle occupants died after rear impact
collisions with HCGVs. This was followed by lorries with 75% of fatalities. For number of
injuries, almost 85% of bus occupant which involved in rear end collisions with HCGVs
suffered minor to major injuries. However, such distribution may have been significantly
influenced by the high numbers of occupants in buses.
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Figure 21 Casualties to crash partners in HCGV rear impact fatal crashes

Real-world crash investigation data also revealed that more than 88% (39 cases) of the
rear impact cases related to HCGVs involved situations HCGVs were being impacted from
behind from another vehicle, rather than impacting its crash partners. From that figure,
passenger cars comprised the highest (46.2%). In relation to lane positioning of the
impacted HCGVs, slow lanes and emergency lanes contributed to the highest
proportions of investigated cases, as shown in Figure 22(b).
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HCGV role during impact
22 (a)

Impacted HCGV lane positioning
22 (b)

Figure 22 Impacted HCGV & their positioning during rear end collisions

For the impacted HCGVs in rear end collisions, there are three types of rear-view mirrors
being identified to be used during real world investigation, referred as A, B and C types.
Type A refers to double mirror RVM while type B and C refers to single mirror with
different types of mounting. The three types of rear-view mirrors are illustrated in Figure
23.
Single mirror

Double mirror

Type A

Type B

Type C

Figure 23 Types of HCGV rear view mirrors from real world investigation

From the investigation, it was known that the most common type of rear-view mirrors
being used by rigid lorries are Type B (single mirror) while for articulated HCGVs, Type A
(double mirrors) had the highest frequencies. On the other hand, rear damage locations
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on impacted HCGVs are divided into four categories, which are offside (right side),
nearside (left side), centre and whole. Looking at the location of damage (rear damages),
more than half of rigid lorries to found to have direct impacts damages at the centre
portion of their rear ends, while for articulated HCGVs, damages at offside rear end
portion were found to be the highest.

Impacted HCGV rear view mirror type
24 (a)

Impacted HCGV rear damage location
24 (b)

Figure 24 Types of rear view mirror and rear damage location for impacted HCGV

In terms of horizontal road alignments, most of the investigated crashes occurred along
straight roads (50 cases). Furthermore, the majority of both straight and curve road
crashes happened at flat stretches as compared to slopes.
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Figure 25 Horizontal road alignment in HCGV rear end collisions

In general, rear impact crashes involving HCGVs mostly occurred at expressways with 39
cases compared to state and federal routes. Most of those crashes happened along flat
stretches, where the highest proportion for flat-slope stretches was observed at federal
routes (84.6%).

Figure 26 HCGV rear end collisions occurrence at different types of road
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3.6

Side Impacts & Sideswipes

Real world cases revealed that for side impact collisions involving HCGVs, angular
collisions topped the rank with 41.4%. The 90-degree side impacts were found to be
around 38%, while only 17.7% of the investigated cases involved side swept events.

17.2

41.4

side swept
90 degree

37.9

angular

Figure 27 Configurations of side impacts involving HCGV

The following figure shows the proportion in terms of HCGV roles during side impact
collisions and the proportion according to damage side. For nearside side impacts, the
proportion of HCGVs recorded an equal involvement for impacted and impacting
category. As for offside impacts, the percentage was slightly higher for cases where
HCGVs impacting other crash partners.
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Figure 28 Damage side and role of HCGV in side impacts

When zoomed in for the impacted HCGVs, for angular side impacts and side swipe
collisions, most of the crashes were found to be at mid-blocks (87.5% and 66.7%)
respectively, as compared to other road geometry locations. On the other hand, 90degree impacts were found only to occur at crossroad and T-junction, with equivalent
crash proportion for both.

100.0
80.0

12.5
33.3
50.0

Crossroad

Y Junction

60.0
87.5
40.0

66.7

T Junction
Midblock

50.0
20.0
0.0
Side swept

90 degree

Angular

Figure 29 Side impact configurations and crash locations for impacted HCGVs cases
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3.7

Availability of Rear Underrun Protection Devices (RUPD)

When viewed into the safety design aspects of the involved HCGVs, in particular,
availability of Rear Underrun Protection Device (RUPD), the data showed that although
the frequencies of crash occurrence were even, the distribution of RUPD’s availability
skewed towards the articulated-typed trailers. Figure 30 displays that rigid lorries
recorded a low RUPD availability with only 44.4% while 81.5% of the involved articulated
trailers were found to be installed with RUPDs. This highlights a very obvious gap
between the implementation on the ground and law requirement. Obviously, there is a
need to strengthen enforcement and awareness activities to address the RUPD
implementation issues as it imposes great hazards to smaller vehicles during rear end
collisions.

Figure 30 RUPD availability by HCGV types

In overall, RUPD availability was more common (84%) for the O4 typed trailers (trailer
with maximum mass exceeding 10 tons), as compared to other categories of HCGV, as
shown in Figure 31. N1 to N3 typed HCGV displays an evenly distributed pattern of
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RUPD’s availability for the investigated cases. Meanwhile, it is to be noted that 88% of
N1 typed HCGV were not equipped with RUPD, which is a worrying fact.

Figure 31 RUPD availability by HCGV categories

3.8

Availability of Rear End Markers

Figure 32 depicts the proportion of rear end markers available on the involved vehicles.
Unlike the previous pattern in Figure 31, it was observed that articulated trailers and
rigid lorries both possess quite high percentage in terms of markers availability with
98.7% and 80.2%, respectively.
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Figure 32 Rear end marker availability by HCGV types

When segregated into different mass categories, rear end markers availability on HCGVs
was found to be significantly common on O4 typed trailers. However, rear end markers
availability on N1 typed rigid lorries possess the lowest proportion, consistent with the
pattern on Figure 33 for RUPDs.
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Figure 33 Rear end marker availability by HCGV categories

However, specific analysis for rear end collisions revealed that only 58% of the HCGVs
involved were equipped with RUPDs. The low frequencies of RUPD availability will
expose hazards for smaller vehicles during rear end collisions. With incompatibility issue
in terms of mass and height coming into the picture, smaller vehicles will have higher
probability to under ride the HCGVs, which can be catastrophic for the occupants. The
HCGV involved in rear end collision were predominantly HCGV installed with rear end
markers (89%). However, the data for both RUPDs and rear end markers only depicts the
availability of the device and did not cover the aspects of design standards and
functionality.
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Figure 34 HCGV rear end markers & RUPD availability in rear end collisions

3.9

Number of Vehicles Involved per Case

For the six-year data, the highest proportion of investigated HCGV cases involves twovehicle crashes. As shown in Figure 30, two-vehicle crashes comprised 66% or 143 cases
from the overall HCPV cases. This explains the high frequencies of both head-on and rear
end collisions, which is above mentioned, where those types of configurations usually
involve two-vehicle collisions. From Figure 30 as well, it can be seen that single-vehicle
collisions and multiple-vehicle collisions are not an issue for HCGV fatal cases in terms of
crash occurrence distributions.

Figure 35 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by numbers of vehicles involved per case
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3.10 Crash Partners
Overall, fatal crashes involving HCGV mostly involves passenger cars (62%). Buses, lorries
and motorcycles displayed a similar pattern of crash distributions. The high number of
crashes between HCGVs and passenger cars and high proportions of head-on and rear
end collisions lead to high possibility of under ride to the passenger cars. And it is to be
noted that with just merely half of the involved HCGV were found to be installed with
RUPD (Figure 36), the possibility of under ride is almost a certainty during rear end
crashes.

Figure 36 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by types of crash partners

Overall, passenger cars displayed the highest distribution for crash partner casualties in
the investigated HCGV cases (80.3% for fatal and 39.9% for injuries). The issue of crash
compatibility may have played a major influenced towards the high number of
casualties, especially in head on and rear end collision cases. However, it was also
observed that the highest percentage for injuries involved buses as the crash partners
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(52.4%) although the fatalities were low (6.4%). The large number of occupants carried
by this type of transport may lead to high number of casualties.

Figure 37 Overall casualties of crash partners in fatal HCGV crashes

3.11 Weather and Lighting
The majority of investigated cases for HCGV occurred during fine weather (Figure 38).
The proportion of investigated cases during fine weather was overrepresented, with
more than 73% (157 cases), significantly higher as compared to other weather
conditions.
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Figure 38 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by weather condition

The crash data in relation to lighting condition shows that for the total number of
investigated fatal HCPV cases, crashes occurring during daylight (6:30 am until 6:30 pm),
where visibility and conspicuity may not be a major concern, show the highest crash
frequencies of 97 cases or 49% of overall. On the other hand, crashes during dark
condition with no street lighting, where conspicuity, especially involving issues on heavy
vehicles’ rear end markers, might be a concern, is the second highest with 34% (68
cases).
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Figure 39 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by lighting condition

3.12 Road and Environment
For the six-year data, cases involving HCGV mostly occurred at federal and state routes,
with each route recorded 52% and 44% out of the total number of investigated HCGV
cases. These findings could be due to high exposures of HCGV usage along the said
routes, as they are the most efficient and reliable in connecting major cities and
municipalities in Malaysia.
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Figure 40 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by road type

In terms of horizontal profile of roads at crash sites, straight stretches recorded higher
frequencies of crash as compared to curve with a 28% margin. As for vertical alignment
of the involved stretches, flat roads show the highest proportion as compared to slope
with 69% (134 cases) and 31% (61 cases), recorded respectively.

41 (a)

41 (b)

Figure 41 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by horizontal and vertical road alignment
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As for distribution of crashes according to different types of road intersections, a huge
majority of cases (165 cases or 86%) occurred at mid-blocks, or also referred to as nonintersection road stretches. Crashes at T-junctions come second with 10% while the
remaining show a considerably equal distribution according to different types of
intersection designs.

Figure 42 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by intersection type

Throughout the six-year period, crash locations were predominantly at wooded areas
with 51% or 90 cases (Figure 43). The occurrences of crash at other type of locations
were evenly distributed.
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Figure 43 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by environment of vicinity area

3.13 Possible Factor Associated Crash Occurrence
Figure 44 displays the distribution of HCGV cases according to possible associated factor
found during crash investigation. From the graph, out of 14 identified contributing
factors, speeding, risky driving and fatigue were found to be the most common, with
26% and 21% respectively.
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Figure 44 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by crash occurrence factors

3.14 Injury Severity Factors
With large distributions of head on crashes and low percentage of RUPDs availability
during rear end collisions, it is obvious that crash incompatibility issues are a major
contributing factor leading to severe crash and high number of casualties (Figure 45).
74% of the overall fatal HCGV crashes involved crash compatibility as the main factor for
occupant injury severity outcome. The finding signifies how crucial the issue of mass and
height ratio involving heavy vehicles and smaller vehicles contributes to the severity
level of the crash and resulting injuries, particularly to the occupants in smaller sized
vehicles.
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Figure 45 Investigated HCGV fatal cases by injury severity factors
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4.

Case Study on Heavy Commercial Goods Vehicle
Crashes

This section will summarize six selected crashes involving HCGVs that were investigated
by MIROS throughout 2007-2013 time period. The first and second cases (Puchong and
Hutan Kampong) will highlight issues of drivers’ error and safety and health, as well as
the operators. The third and fourth cases (Seberang Perai and Kapar) will focus on the
specific issue of overloading while the last case (Behrang) highlights the issue of drivers’
inattentive in handling unexpected events. Each case will describe the overall crash
event and pertinent evidences that support the highlighted issues.

4.1

Puchong Multiple Vehicle Crash

A fatal road crash occurred at Bt. 10 Puchong Traffic Light Intersection (Route E0011)
near Puchong IOI Mall at approximately 1340 hours on 30 June 2008. This multiple
vehicle crash involved a Hino trailer (bearing registration number BGD9020), a 1-tonne
Daihatsu lorry (bearing registration number BHA9743), a Mitsubishi Storm pickup truck
(bearing registration number WLD2731), two SUVs- Mitsubishi Pajero (WEL9939) and
Honda CRV (WFJ8000), six cars- a Nissan Sunny (PAX6262), a Honda City (WLT9963), a
Proton Perdana (JEC5699), a Proton Wira (WFU5456), a Toyota Camry (WQT8121) and a
Toyota Vios (WPT1053), and five motorcycles- a Honda C90 (ABN6581), a Honda EX5
(BFY4799), two Modenas Kriss (bearing registration numbers WFE1113 and PEH9354
each) and a Suzuki RG (WGL6413). The accident occurred when a trailer loaded with
machinery components, travelling from Kinrara to Puchong Jaya, suddenly rammed into
a group of vehicles which had stopped at the red light at Bt. 10 Puchong Traffic Light
Junction. As a result of the collision, the driver (a Myanmar national, aged 58) of the
Nissan Sunny, the first vehicle at the traffic light to be rammed and overrode, was killed
on the spot. Five others were injured during the crash; one was severely injured while
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four others suffered light injuries. The dead as well as the injured were sent to Hospital
Serdang for post mortem and medical treatment.

Figure 46 Rest position of truck at crash site (Source: Tamil Nesan, 1/7/2008)

Figure 47 Aerial view of crash site (Source: New Strait Times 1/7/2008)
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It is found that human error might be the main reason for the occurrence of the crash
event. There is a high possibility that the driver of the trailer failed to react accordingly
to avoid the collision due to his incompetency in handling an emergency situation. As a
result, the trailer failed to brake within a safe distance or may not have applied the brake
at all as there was no indication of braking effort by the driver. Based on the analysis
being carried out, it can be concluded that the trailer was either speeding with
ineffective braking or travelling at the limit of allowable speed without any braking effort
during the accident.
A failure to implement Safety Health Environment (SHE) policy by the company which
owned the trailer might be a sub factor contributing to the accident, besides driving
under influence and driver’s incompetency. Therefore, to prevent such crashes from
occurring in the future, all commercial vehicle companies should be aware of their
employees’ (drivers’) health condition; they should not be allowed to drive if they are
not physically fit.

Figure 48 Rear view of said trailer at crash site (Source: Harian Metro 1/7/2008)
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Crash compatibility and vehicle roadworthiness are other issues to be highlighted.
Research related to these issues need to be carried out on the structural integrity of old
vehicles to determine their road worthiness. Overloading was not an issue of concern in
this crash. It was noted that the dimensions of the steel beams loaded on the rear side
of trailer exceeded the width of the trailer. The situation is definitely very dangerous to
other motorists. Last but not least, improvements made to the factors mentioned above
may impact favorably in reducing the number of incidents.

4.2

Hutan Kampong Multiple Vehicle Crash

On 29 May 2007, a multi-vehicle crash occurred on the approach to a North South
Highway toll plaza near Hutan Kampong, Alor Setar, and Kedah. About 3.45 pm, a truck
and trailer combination unit were travelling southbound on the PLUS highway,
approaching the Hutan Kampong toll plaza at KM41.3, when it struck the rear of a Proton
Iswara. As both vehicles moved forward, the Iswara struck the rear of a Perodua Kancil,
which was pushed into the rear left side of a Trooper Jeep. The trailer then began to
swerve to the side of the road resulting in the Trooper ramming into the rear of the semitruck container, causing all four vehicles to come to a halt. Seven passengers from Proton
Iswara and two passengers from Perodua Kancil were fatally injured. All the victims were
trapped in the wrecked vehicles. Figure 1 shows the rest positions of the trailer and
Iswara at the crash scene.
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Figure 49 Iswara engaged in rear end collision with container (Source: Polis Diraja Malaysia)

The issue to be highlighted in this case is the failure of the trailer driver to slow down for
the traffic. During site investigation, the trailer load was not made accessible to the
investigator nor any information given from the authorities. Therefore, it was difficult
for the crash investigator to determine whether the trailer was experiencing mechanical
failure due to the braking system or if it was speeding. Figure 50 and 51 show that the
trailer clearly only applied the brakes after impact. For this case, the weight of the load
cannot be ascertained as the load was not observed during vehicle inspection at the
police compound.
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Figure 50 Rear view of container truck at time of accident (Source: Polis Diraja Malaysia)

Marking
from front
tire

Point of
Impact

Marking
from rear
tire
Figure 51 Close-up view of point of impact (Source: Polis Diraja Malaysia)
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4.3

Gua Musang Head-on Crash

On 12 December 2007, a crash occurred at KM63.5 of the Gua Musang-Kuala Krai. The
truck travelling from Gua Musang to Kuala Krai collided with a Toyota Altis from the
opposite direction. The accident happened when the Toyota Altis driver was believed to
have lost control of his car after hitting water ponding across the road. He is said to have
spun several times, culminating in side collision with the truck. The car driver appears to
have applied the brake which further aggravated rotational motion and he lost control
of the car. It is possible that the car may have rolled or was partially run over by the
truck. The lorry came to a rest about 15 meters away on its left side with the right side
facing upwards. The car came to a rest with almost half of the body (rear side) seriously
damaged. Six occupants from the Toyota were fatally injured during the crash. Figures
52 and 53 shows damage profiles sustained by both vehicles.

Figure 52 Damage profile of the said truck (Source: Polis Diraja Malaysia)
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Figure 53 Container compartment hit front passenger compartment of Toyota (Source: Polis
Diraja Malaysia)

During the post-accident investigation, there was no official information on the load of
the small truck. However, based on site inspection, it was observed that the truck was
carrying different types of construction material such as floor tiles. As predicting the load
was not possible, no conclusive analysis could be done on the dynamics of the crash,
especially on the small truck.

4.4

Seberang Perai Multiple Vehicle Crash

On 19 June 2008, a multiple vehicle crash occurred on KM165.8 on the North-South
Highway near Seberang Perai involving a tow truck carrying a semi-trailer truck and
multiple cars. The crash occurred at 10.00 pm when the tow truck suddenly lost control
and hit the W Beam median barrier. It was subsequently dragged 3.5 meters to the
opposite lane in the path of a Mitsubishi travelling on the opposite lane. The Mitsubishi
hit the roof of the towing truck which was then facing the oncoming traffic. The impact
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was followed by another front impact with a Harrier, Toyota Camry and Hyundai Getz.
Two occupants of the tow truck were fatally injured as a result of the impact from the
Mitsubishi. Figure 54 shows the damage profile of the Mitsubishi and the tow truck at
the crash scene. Figure 55 shows the rest position of the towed semi-trailer while Figure
56 shows the rest position of the Harrier.

Tow Truck

Mitsubishi

Figure 54 Rest position of Mitsubishi and tow truck (Source: Polis Diraja Malaysia)
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Figure 55 Rest position of the said semi-trailer (Source: Polis Diraja Malaysia)

Figure 56 Damage sustained by Harrier at crash (Source: Polis Diraja Malaysia)
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Based on photographic evidence of the crash, the tow truck was actually towing a truck
that was fully loaded. Nevertheless, sufficient information was not given to the crash
investigator on the weight of the load let alone the opportunity to see the real load
involved in the accident. The load was neither at the crash scene nor at the police
compound during vehicle and crash inspection.

4.5

Kapar Case

A case involving overloading in commercial vehicles came to light in a robbery involving
a trailer overloaded with steel bars. The event occurred on Sunday, 3 August 2008, at
about 2304 hours, when a trailer loaded with steel bars valued at RM350,000 was
robbed by a syndicate near the Kapar Industrial area. However, since it is not MIROS’
intention to discuss about the robbery case, this study, as requested by the Minister of
Transport, is meant to look into the overloading issue in commercial vehicles. It was
found that overloading has emerged as a major problem and a main contributing factor
to crashes particularly in relation to commercial vehicles in Malaysia. This case study
highlights the overloading issue routinely practised by commercial vehicle companies
currently. In addition, this brief study will try to demonstrate how loading regulations
are being violated.
Since no information about the trailer in question could be obtained, it is therefore
assumed that it was a typical 40-foot 18-wheel trailer (3 axles on prime mover and 2
axles on trailer), 12.50 m in length, 2.60 m in width and 2.24 m in height. The trailer was
carrying 80 bundles of reinforcement bars with each bundle containing 22 bars, stacked
on top of each other, at the time of the robbery incident. For loading estimation
purposes, the length of the reinforcement bar was assumed to be 12.0 m, with the total
length of the unoccupied gaps and thickness for both front and rear sideboards
estimated to be 0.5 m.
The only reliable source of load estimation of the trailer is the newspaper images that
captured the load at the police station as shown in Figure 57 and 58. Close inspection of
the photos revealed that the load was standard corrugated solid steel bars (rebar)
commonly used for construction work. A market survey was carried out to determine
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the standard specifications of the chosen rebar. Based on the photo image assessment,
the diameter of the rebar was estimated to be in the 22 mm to 25 mm range. Table 3
below describes the specifications of the reinforcement bar for both selected diameters
based on our market survey.
Table 3 Standard specifications of reinforcement bar
Standard size (mm
Ø)

Cross-sectional area
(mm2)

Unit weight (kg/m)

No. of bars per
bundle (12 m)

D22

380.1

2.984

28

D25

490.9

3.854

22

Two calculations were performed to estimate the mass of the load (rebar). The total
number of rebars that constituted the trailer load was calculated by multiplying the
number of rods with the total number of bundles, that is, 80. Therefore, for 12.0 m long
rebars with standard 22 mm or 25 mm width, the calculated mass would be 80,210 kg
and 81,396kg, respectively.
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Figure 57 80 bundles of reinforcement bar on found trailer

Each bundle
contained
22 rebars
Figure 58 Rear view of the trailer showing bundled reinforcement bars (Source: Harian Metro,
8/8/08)
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For the trailer in question, the gross vehicle weight, (BDM - with maximum allowable
load) and net vehicle weight (BTM - without load) were equivalent to 36,000 kg and
15,110 kg, respectively. This provides for a total allowable trailer load equivalent to
20,890 kg. MIROS estimates of the loads carried by the trailer during the robbery
incident gives load values of 80,210 kg for D22 and 81,396 kg for D25. Therefore, based
on MIROS estimation, even if we were to consider the smaller diameter of 22mm for the
rebars, it was most likely that the trailer was overloaded by 284%.
In this case, in order to determine the total bundle of reinforcement bars that would not
exceed the total allowable carried load of 20,890 kg, two scenarios are being considered:
rebars with diameters of 22 mm and 25 mm. Thus, the total number of allowable bundles
for D22 is estimated to be 30 and for D25, it is calculated to be 25. Apparently, a mistaken
notion among commercial vehicle companies is that as long as the height of the load
does not exceed the height of trailer’s sideboard, disregarding the total mass carried is
considered legal.

4.6

Behrang Multiple Vehicle Crash

On 11 November 2011, a multiple vehicle crash occurred at KM382 North South
Expressway near to Slim River Perak. MIROS crash investigation was deployed to the
crash site to conduct in depth crash investigation. A tour bus bearing registration PJR
5178 and a truck and trailer combination unit bearing registration ADG 3804 were
involved in this crash. The bus with 39 passengers, three teachers and two drivers, was
travelling southbound from Kulim to Genting for vacation. Prior to the crash, it passed a
left bend curve located approximately 200 m before crash location. Based on road site
evidence, as soon as it travelled on a straight stretch after the curve, the bus was alleged
to leave the roadway and swerved to roadside. Evidence indicates that the bus reentered the roadway by making abrupt steering right turn. This initiated road-rollover
mechanism of the bus as it loses its directional control due to evasive steering maneuver.
As the bus lied on its nearside on the second and third lane of roadway, the truck and
trailer combination unit loaded with sand bags travelling in the same direction hit the
middle section underneath the bus causing the bus to rotate counters clockwise. Both
vehicles moved forward and came to halt on the roadside embankment (Figure 59 and
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60). Two victims were found underneath the rolled trailer. Four people were fatally
injured during the crash. One teacher and two students from the tour bus and one
woman that helped the victim during evacuation were among the deceased. 25 people
sustained minor to major injuries.

Figure 59 Final rest position of the bus
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Figure 60 Final rest position of the trailer

Beside poor incident management by the bus driver, the other main issue to be
highlighted is indication of inattentiveness of trailer driver to respond to an unexpected
event. From Figure 61, the first point of impact was located more than 200 m before a
shallow right bend curve. Using the equation of total stopping distance, if the trailer
travelled at 110 km/h, it would only require a total stopping distance of 140 m to
completely come to halt as no pre-impact skid marks from the trailer was observed at
crash site. This raised an issue on possible driver fatigue and lack of alertness to the road
hazard, as well as lack of visual cue such as improper headlamp lighting distance in order
to avoid the crash.
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Figure 61 Approaching view of trailer to crash site
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5.

Conclusion

For the year 2012, goods or commercial vehicles comprised 58.7% out 21,113,065
registered non-private vehicles in Malaysia and the number increased by 45% in a tenyear duration since 2002. From the national database, no obvious trend for lorry
fatalities was observed but the number fluctuated at about 200 every year. However,
the rate of crashes involving lorries showed a significant decrease for the six-year data
(2006-2011). For fatality rate, the trend showed a downwards pattern in the first three
years (2006 to 2008) but further increased in 2009 till 2011.
Based on year 2011 data analysed, out of total road user fatalities, the proportion of
fatalities associated with HCGV crashes involving lorries was 14.9%. This report also
revealed that most crashes involved HCGV resulted in severe crash led to death,
especially to crash partners (76.9% fatalities involving crash partners). From the data,
the involvement of rigid lorries in fatal crashes was the highest as compared to
articulated and pick-ups. Furthermore, the number of fatalities was the highest for pickups compared to other types of lorries. In terms of age distribution of drivers, lorry
driver’s fatalities were the highest between the age group 41 to 45 years old, which was
contrary to the overall pattern for all drivers in which, the age between 16 to 25 years
old recorded the highest number for all level of casualties. In addition, more lorry drivers
died in rear end collisions as compared to other crash configurations. It was also known
that the number of driver casualties for all categories was lower during night time as
compared to the day time and mostly occurred along federal routes.
From year 2007 to 2012, MIROS has investigated 216 (39%) of fatal road crashes
involving HCGVs, with a minimum requirement of at least one fatality involved.
However, the number of investigated cases may not reflect the actually distribution of
the same level nationwide as the investigated cases not only depends on the crash
criteria, but also depending on availability of resources. From the crash investigation
data, it can be noted that high proportion of O4 category trailers (articulated trailers
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exceeding 10 tonnes) in fatal crashes is an alarming matter as it could lead to high
possibility of crash compatibility issue. Crash compatibility may either be the mismatch
in terms of mass and height between the heavy vehicles and the smaller-sized crash
partners. Differences in vehicle mass will result in the higher energy being absorbed by
the smaller-sized vehicles while height difference will cause mismatch between stiff
structures of vehicles which then will result in over-ride event by the heavy vehicles to
their crash partners. Moreover, when analysed on the configuration aspect of a crash,
the most common type of crash configuration for HCGV cases is head-on collision and
rear impact collisions, which both are very likely to involve over-ride events.
For head-on crashes involving HCGV, risky driving was found to be the most prominent
contributor for crash occurrence. From the data, passenger cars comprised the highest
frequencies of at fault vehicles in head-on crashes involving HCGVs. Moreover, the
highest percentage of casualties for crash partners in head-on collisions involving HCGVs
were for passenger cars, which then again, highlighted issues of crash incompatibility.
For rear end collisions, real world data revealed that most of the fatal crashes occurred
during day time, where issues on conspicuity may not play major roles for crash
occurrence. More than 94% of rear end collisions involving fatality did not involve
stationary vehicles, with passenger cars recorded the highest fatalities to crash partners.
Almost 80% of the rear impact cases related to HCGVs involved situations HCGVs were
being impacted from behind from another vehicle. From that figure, passenger cars
comprised the highest in terms of the impacting vehicle. Slow lanes and emergency lanes
contributed to the highest proportions in terms of lane positioning of the impacted
HCGVs. In general, rear impact crashes involving HCGVs mostly occurred at expressways
with most of those crashes happened along flat and straight stretches. For this particular
crash configuration, only 58% of the HCGVs involved were equipped with RUPDs
although the distributions for rear end markers availability was higher (89%). For side
impact collisions, real world cases revealed that angular collisions topped the rank with
41.4%. In terms of damaged sides, both nearside and offside side impacts, HCGVs
recorded approximately equal proportions for impacted and impacting category.
Furthermore, most of angular side impacts and side swipe collisions were found to be at
mid-blocks while 90-degree impacts were found only to occur at crossroad and Tjunction, with equivalent proportion.
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Overall, from the real-world data, it is observed that HCGV related crashes mainly
involved two vehicles and commonly occurred along federal and state roads. Other
important finding is that 34% of the fatal HCGV crashes occurred during dark lighting
conditions (6:31 pm until 6:29 am, with no street lighting). Acceptable results in terms
of markers availability was observed for articulated trailers and rigid lorries which ranges
from 80.2% till 98.6%. Nonetheless, it is important to continue to emphasise on the rear
end markers as it is a vital safety precaution component for HCGVs, particularly during
night time crashes where conspicuity might be a crucial issue. On the other hand, from
the data it, was found that low RUPDs availability was observed for rigid lorries, with
only 44%. This alarming figure requires some immense interventions to be done in terms
of design safety standards and enforcements to HCGV as this impose great hazards to
smaller vehicles during rear end collisions. For crash causation factors, suspected
speeding, risky driving and fatigue were found to be the most common as contributing
factors for HCGV crashes. On the other hand, as demonstrated in several findings in the
report, crash compatibility was found to be the most prominent issue contributing to
injury severity in fatal HCGV crashes.
From the case study, it was learnt that commercial vehicles also posed significant
problem of overloading of goods, which in many case leads to dynamic instability of
vehicle and exposure of crash due to huge speed differential in traffic flow. Also
highlighted, due to disparity in mass, a crash involving commercial vehicle typically yields
a catastrophic outcome of crash to other crash partners. Mismatch of vehicles height
will result for smaller vehicles to run under the structure of bigger HCGVs, which is
relatively higher than of passenger vehicles.
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